Conservation of Enerry Worksheet #2
ln this activity you will analyse an example of motion and break up the motion into different
stages in order to determine the different forms of energy present and how they change
dwing the motion.

Apparatus:

spring
brass masses and mass hanger totalling 1 kg
retort stand
boss head and clamp

Method:

Mount the boss head and clamp on the retort stand.
Hang the spring from the clamp and hang the masses and mass hanger from
the spring.
Pult the masses down a few cm and observe carefully tlre motion of the spring
and masses.

Analysis: Represent this motion on three diagrams below showing the bottom position,
middle position, and top position of the masses. Complete the type of energy present at the
various positions during the motion. Use zero, minimum, mar<imunu or medium in yotr
amwers. GPE canbe measured as zero at position 1.
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Remember:
KE is kinetic energy, the energy of moving objects. The faster the motion, the higher the KE.
GPE is gravitational potential energy. The higher above Earth's surface, the higher the GPE.
EPE is elastic potential energy. The more something is stretched or compressed, the higher
the EPE.

type of energy during
Choose the most appropriate graph from ttre following options for each
the motion. Ignore air resistance.
A-

which saph shows the variation in KE

as a function of height?

which graph shows the variation in GPE as a firnction of

height? A

Which Sa,ph shows the variation in total energy as a fimction of

height? C-
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Writ€ an appropriate conclusion forthis activity that relates the different energy fornrs
general) to the total energy, during any motion'
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